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19TH EDITION OF THE INTERNATIONAL AWARD FOR
COOKING WITH EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL “Jaén Paraíso
Interior”
RULES
The Provincial Council of Jaén is holding the 19th edition
of the “Jaén Paraíso Interior” International Award for
Cooking with Extra Virgin Olive Oil. The main objective
of this accolade is to promote the extra virgin olive oil
from the province of Jaén in the area of gastronomy,
stimulating the creativity of national and international
chefs.
Participants

• Registration form (Annex 1)
• Photocopy of National Identity Document (DNI) or
similar, as appropriate, identifying the participant in
this award.
• Document certifying that the person applying to take
part in this award works in the hospitality sector as a
professional chef when presenting the application.
• Photograph of the dish made and plated, at a good
resolution.
• Recipe that the applicant wishes to use to participate
in the award. This recipe will include the following
sections, all of which are to be written in Spanish:

Any chefs who are natural persons and who work in
a hospitality establishment at the time of submitting
their application to participate, and who have not
previously won the first prize in the “Jaén Paraíso Interior”
International Awards for Cooking with extra virgin olive
oil, may participate.

– Name of dish.

How to take part

– Jaén Selección 2022 oil(s) used.

By presenting a recipe which must include any of the
“Jaén Selección 2022” olive oils. It must be an original
recipe.

– Method.

Only one recipe per chef will be admitted.
Registration is free.
Documentation, venue and
deadline for presentation
Registration opens the day after the date on which the
summary of the Competition Rules is published in the
Official Gazette (Boletín Oficial, BOP) of the Province of
Jaén, until the 20 September 2022, and no applications
will be accepted after this date.
Registration for the Competition shall be done via
the website (https://www.jaenparaisointerior.es/
web/eventos-gastronomicos) and the following
documentation must be attached:

– Name of participant.
– Name of establishment.
– Ingredients.

– Arrangement of dish.
– Utensils and domestic appliances used.
– Preparation time.
All of the documentation must be attached in PDF
format.
Further information:
Provincial Council of Jaén
Promoción y Turismo
Roldán y Marín, 1
23071 JAEN
Tel: 953 303 573 Ext. 1719 / 1720
E-mail: aceitedeoliva@dipujaen.es
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Prize
A Prize of €8,000 and a plaque will be awarded to the
winner.
The Prize will be funded by the budgetary account
2022.742.4390.48900.
This Prize is compatible with any other subsidies,
grants, deposits or resources from any public or private,
national, EU or international public administrations or
entities that may be awarded to the recipient following
the bestowing of this award.

The draw that decides the order of participation of the
finalists will be done in the presence of the individuals
involved prior to the start of the final round.
In the final round, the judges will evaluate the flavour
and appearance of the prepared dishes and the finalist
chefs’ skills in the kitchen.
Each finalist will create one serving for each of the Judges
plus one more to show to the media and audience
present.

Award dynamic and process

The finalists will have 1 hour to create the recipe and will
not be able to have a helper to assist them in creating
the recipe.

The competition will consist of a first round, in which
the eight recipes will be selected that will go through to
the final round.

The organisation will provide the logistics and support
that each chef needs to create the recipe in the
competition.

In the eliminatory first stage, all of the applications will
be assessed. To do this, the Judges will act in accordance
with the following assessment criteria:

The oils used in preparing the recipe will appear
exclusively in the bottles of each of the brands used.

1. The recipes are prepared with the olive oils selected
from the latest Jaén Selección 2022 Tasting
Competition. The combination of the olive oil with the
ingredients used in the recipe will be assessed.
2. The recipes shall be practicable and understandable,
in the opinion of the Judges.
3. The presentation and innovation of the dish will be
assessed, as well as the correct use of each ingredient
in the different stages of its preparation.
The final round of the competition will take place live
in front of the Judges and an audience, and will be
held during the course of San Sebastián Gastronómica
(hereafter SSG) on a day to be specified between the 3
and 5 October 2022. The eight chefs selected in the first
round will take part in the final.

Finalists must wear suitable professional clothing. The
organisation will provide an apron with the Competition
logo for each of them.
When presenting their dish, the finalists must explain
the ingredients used, the techniques employed, the
pairing of the chosen oils and, in general, everything
that enables the Judges to apply the established criteria.
The SSG organising body will cover the accommodation
costs for the finalist chefs, as well as facilitating their
stay in SSG, and will expect them to take part in the
scheduled activities.
The Provincial Council will provide the transport to
and from the place of residence for each of the finalists
participating in this final stage. This contribution will
be made via the credit from contract CO-2020/1589,
budgetary application 2022.410.9200.22699.
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Judges
The composition of the Jury for each of the two phases
will be as follows:
• The Representative Delegate for Promotion and
Tourism, who will act as President.
• A representative of the organization of San Sebastián
Gastronomika.
• The winner of the 18th edition of the International
Prize for Cooking with Extra Virgin Olive Oil “Jaén
Paraíso Interior”.
• Five chefs of recognized prestige or media
representatives specializing in gastronomy.
• A technician from the Promotion and Tourism Area,
who will act as Secretary.
The names of the judges of each of the two stages will
be established via a decision by the President of the
Provincial Council of Jaén, which will be published in
the Official Gazette (Boletín Oficial, BOP) of the Province
of Jaén at least five days before each of the stages of
this competition. None of the Judges will receive any
financial recompense for their participation.
The members of the Judging Panel may change at any
stage.
The actions of the Judges will be regulated under article
17 of Law 40/2015, of 1 October, on the Legal System
applicable to the Public Sector.
The panel of judges for the final round will put
forward a winner in accordance with the award criteria
contained in this call for entries, within a period of 15
days following the final stage of this competition. The
proposed Decision of the judges will be passed to the
competent body of the Provincial Council of Jaén for it
to be awarded in the month following the issuing of the
proposal by the judges. The Prize will be declared void
only in the event of a unanimous vote from the Judges.
Otherwise, the panel of judges is obliged to put forward
its winner.

In exceptional cases, the decision may differ from that
proposed by the Judges, in which case the reasons
for the decision must be stated in the competition
documentation. The decision will be published in the
BOP and in accordance with the provisions of article
45 of Law 39/2015, of 1 November, on the Common
Administrative Procedure of the Public Administrations.
As regards the recipes, the Council may reserve the
rights of publication, retransmission, broadcasting or
recording via any system, and may freely and exclusively
sell and transfer the aforementioned rights, without
limitation, to any person or entity, free of charge. To this
end, application for entry will entail the granting of the
above-mentioned rights.
The prize will be handed to the winner, who must sign
the corresponding document containing their personal
details, the amount of the prize and the tax deductions
that must be made by law, among other considerations.
Jaén Selección 2022 oils to be used in the preparation
of the contestants’ recipes
• Balcón del Guadalquivir, Cooperativa San Felipe
Apóstol, Baeza;
• Dominus Cosecha Temprana, by Monva S.L., Mancha
Real
• Esencial Picual, Cooperativa Ntra. Sra. de la
Encarnación, Peal de Becerro;
• Esencial Olive Picual, by Oleícola San Francisco, Begíjar/
Baeza;
• Olibaeza Picual, Cooperativa El Alcázar, Baeza;
• Oro Bailén picual, by Aceites Oro Bailén Galgón 99,
S.L.U., Villanueva de la Reina.
• Oro Magnasur Picual, by Cooperativa Bedmarense,
Bedmar y Garcíez
• Melgarejo Ecológico Premium Picual, by Aceites
Campoliva S.L., Pegalajar.
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ANNEX 1 - Registration form
1. First Surname

2. Second Surname

5. Address of the restaurant:

9. Country

6. Postcode

10. Landline telephone

13. Name of the restaurant

3. Name

4. I.D.

7. Province

11. Mobile telephone

8. Municipality

12. Email

14. Position in the restaurant

15. Name of the recipe

16. Ingredients

17. Jaén Selección 2022 oil(s) used.

HEREBY APPLIES to take part in the 19th EDITION OF THE “Jaén Paraíso Interior” INTERNATIONAL AWARD FOR
COOKING WITH EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL and DECLARES that he/she meets all of the requirements to take part
in this Award, is familiar with the Competition rules, and agrees to abide by them.
(*) It is obligatory to fill out the data protection form on the reverse of this application.

The President of the Provincial Council of Jaén

Basic data protection information
Controller

Provincial Council of Jaén.

Purpose of the processing

Participation in the 19th Edition of the “Jaén Paraíso Interior” International Award for Cooking with Extra Virgin Olive Oil.

Grounds
Recipients of transfers
Rights
Additional information

The basis for data processing is the consent given by the data subject for the processing of his or her personal data for
the consideration of his or her application.
The data will be used solely for organising the 19th Edition of the “Jaén Paraíso Interior” International Award for Cooking
with Extra Virgin Olive Oil. The transfer of data to third parties is provided for in the “Additional Information” section.
The international transfer of data is not envisaged.
The data subject may, at any time, exercise his or her rights of access, rectification, erasure, restriction of processing,
objection and data portability by writing to the Electronic General Registry or emailing dpd@dipujaen.es.
Additional and detailed Data Protection information is given below.

 es, I give my consent for the Provincial Council of Jaén to use my data for the organisation of the 19th “Jaén Paraíso Interior” International
Y
Awards for Cooking with extra virgin olive oil (YOU MUST CHECK THIS BOX TO PARTICIPATE IN THE AWARDS).
 
No, I do not give my consent for the Provincial Council of Jaén to use my data for the organisation of the 19th “Jaén Paraíso Interior” International Awards for Cooking with extra virgin olive oil (BY CHECKING THIS BOX, YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE AWARDS).
Additional Data Protection Information
The Data Controller is the Provincial Council of Jaén, Plaza de San Francisco s/n 23071 – Jaén. The President is its
representative. Pursuant to Article 37 of REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE
Controller
COUNCIL of 27 April 2016, the General Secretariat of the Corporation has been designated as the Data Protection Officer.
To exercise the rights contained therein, it may be contacted via the following email address: dpd@dipujaen.es (this email
address is available solely for queries related to data protection).
The purpose of the processing is participation in the 19th “Jaén Paraíso Interior” International Awards for Cooking with
Purpose Of The Processing
extra virgin olive oil.
Pursuant to Article 6 of REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 27 April
2016, the basis for processing is:
Grounds

Recipients Of Cessions
Or Transfers

(a) the consent of the data subject for the processing of his or her personal data for this purpose.
The data subject expressly agrees to provide the details referred to in this form so that the Provincial Council of Jaén may
organise and hold the 19th “Jaén Paraíso Interior” International Awards for Cooking with extra virgin olive oil.
The data will be used solely for organising the 19th “Jaén Paraíso Interior” International Awards for Cooking with extra
virgin olive oil, and they will only be transferred to:
• Members of the Panel.
The international transfer of data is not envisaged.
The data subject may, at any time, exercise the rights contained in Articles 15 et seq. of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27
April 2016 by writing to the Electronic General Registry. These rights are as follows:
The right to obtain from the controller confirmation as to whether or not personal data concerning him or her are being
processed, and, where that is the case, access to the personal data and the following information: the purposes of the
processing, the categories of personal data concerned and any disclosure of the data and the recipients. Where possible,
the envisaged period for which the personal data will be stored, or, if not possible, the criteria used to determine that
period.
The right to obtain, without undue delay, the rectification of inaccurate personal data concerning him or her and to have
incomplete data completed, including by means of a supplementary statement.
The right to the erasure of the personal data without undue delay on the grounds indicated in Article 17, with the
exceptions contained therein.

Rights

The right to the restriction of processing, which includes: The right to suspend processing, where: 1. The accuracy of the
data is contested, while the controller verifies their accuracy. 2. The data subject has objected to processing, pending
the verification whether the legitimate grounds of the controller override those of the data subject. The right to request
storage of the personal data, where: 1. The processing is unlawful and the data subject opposes the erasure of his or her
data and requests the restriction of their use instead. 2. The controller no longer needs the data for the purposes of the
processing, but they are required by the data subject for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.
The right to data portability, i.e. the right to receive the personal data concerning him or her, which he or she has provided
to the controller, in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format, and to transmit those data to another
controller without hindrance from the controller to which the personal data have been provided in the cases envisaged
in Article 20, provided that it does not adversely affect the rights and freedoms of others.
The right to object, on grounds relating to his or her particular and personal situation, at any time to processing of personal
data concerning him or her, unless compelling legitimate grounds for the processing are demonstrated or it is necessary
for the exercise or defence of legal claims. The right to oppose processing for direct marketing purposes.
The Provincial Council of Jaén will respond within one month of receipt of a request for any of the above actions. However,
the deadline may be extended for a further two months where necessary, taking into account the complexity and the
number of requests. In such cases, the person concerned will be informed of the extension within one month of receipt of
the request, giving reasons for the delay. If the persons concerned submitted the requested electronically, the information
will be provided electronically wherever possible, unless it is requested to be provided by other means.
The data subject shall have the right to lodge a complaint (without prejudice to any other administrative remedy or
court action) with the Andalusian Transparency and Data Protection Board, an independent supervisory authority for
data protection matters in the Autonomous Region of Andalusia, as established under Articles 43.1 and 45 of Law 1/2014
of 24 June, on Public Transparency in Andalusia, pursuant to Article 41 of Organic Law 15/1999 of 13 December, on the
Protection of Personal Data.

